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Early Directions Survey

Welcome to the SHLAP Early Directions Survey
Thank you for taking the time to complete the Early Directions survey.
Based on background analyses, Task Force committee feedback, and community and stakeholder input, the Project Team has
developed a set of Early Directions on key topics that will eventually (once updated) inform the development of a Draft Local Area Plan
(LAP).
The purpose of the survey is to check-in with the community on what we've heard, gauge levels of support for different ideas, and help
us "course correct" on any given direction, prior to developing the draft LAP.
The LAP is meant to provide clarity and direction to guide future land use planning decisions and to present the community’s vision for
the future of the South Highlands.
We would like to acknowledge all of the time, energy, and valuable feedback that we have received to date, particularly from our Task
Force members. It is important that we take the time to work through these challenging issues, now, in order to [a] clearly define and
help realize the community's vision for the future and [b] provide an effective land use framework that facilitates planning and decisionmaking in the future.
This survey asks structured questions on each of the Early Directions, as well as a few targeted questions about the more complex
directions. The survey will take you approximate 15-20 minutes to complete.
Your input is hugely valuable to the project process – thank you!
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Section 1: Planning Framework
The following Early Directions focus on clarifying the Planning Framework for the LAP, which includes the key principles and values that
will inform the more detailed objectives, policies, and guidelines of the LAP.

Review the Early Direction for the Core Planning Values, below, and tell us how much you agree with each of them.

Values are those things that are most important to you or the community.
Questions

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

Watershed Health & Aquifer Protection
Environmental Health & Conservation
Community Identity & Rural Lifestyle
Limited and Low-impact Development
Community Safety (e.g., safe roads, wildfire protection)
Climate Change Adaptation & Mitigation

Would you change or add to the Core Planning Values? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Review the Early Direction for the Core Planning Principles, below, and tell us how much you agree with each of them.

Principles act as guides to inform policy development and decision-making.

Questions
Minimize impacts on groundwater resources (e.g., aquifers) and surface water systems (e.g., streams,
lakes) by minimizing impacts from land uses and activities.
Foster a strong community identity through, for example, the design of roads and public spaces,
which land uses are permitted, and the creation of gathering places and amenities.
Require low-impact development through, for example, high performance buildings, sustainable site
design, and/or low-impact on-site activities.
Maximize ecological health and preservation of environmental assets on public and private lands.
Ensure District fiscal responsibility and economic sustainability.
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Ensure District fiscal responsibility and economic sustainability.
Work to mitigate Climate Change while integrating adaptation into future planning.

Would you change or add to the Core Planning Principles? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Section 2: Community & Placemaking
The following Early Directions focus on reinforcing the Highlands' identity and on placemaking to strengthen community character and
"sense of place".

Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #1.

Questions
Establish a small community hub near the Community Hall (e.g., gathering places, local
shop/service, free store, other District facilities)

Would you change Early Direction #1? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).
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Would you change Early Direction #1? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #2.

Questions

Strongly
Agree

Maintain a treed buffer area along Millstream Road (including in the area
shown)

Would you change Early Direction #2 ? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).
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Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #3.

Questions

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Create a landscaped ‘gateway’ that creates a sense of arrival, calms traffic, and reflects the
rural character of the Highlands

Would you change Early Direction #3? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #4.
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Questions

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Engage with Tsartlip First Nation on a dedicated and collaborative planning process for
determining future land use and access for Tsartlip-owned lands.

Would you change Early Direction #4? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Section 3: Crown Lands
The highlighted lands below are the "Crown Lands" owned by the Province. These lands are vacant without an active land use. It is
anticipated that they may be part of a future disposition process, in which the lands would be sold/transferred to another owner (e.g.,
private entity, local government, First Nation).
Early Direction #5 explicitly addresses these lands.

Review the illustrated plan and directions, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #5.
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Questions

Strongly Somewhat
Agree
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Explore opportunities for land acquisition and partnerships with BC and others.
Explore opportunities for land remediation with BC and other partners.
Pursue the permanent protection of Teanook Creek and other areas of high ecological value.
Support low-impact, non-development land use types that are aligned with community values and
principles, such as park/conservation, trails, and recreational amenities.
Support low-impact and innovative land uses and development types that are aligned with
community values and principles, such as low-impact and attainable housing (e.g., co-housing, ecovillages), in combination with parkland and trails.

Would you change Early Direction #5? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Section 4: Gateway Area
Two land use options for the Gateway area (see map below) have been developed – Option 1 and Option 2.
These options require additional context information, which you will find below, as well as explanations of each option. Keep in mind that
these are guiding "directions" for each Option and detailed policies and guidelines will be developed at the next stage of the project.
--The driving force behind this LAP is the need for clear direction about the existing Commercial-Industrial land use area designated in the
OCP (the "Gateway").
Currently, from south to north, the area includes:

1. Millstream Industrial Park – an active industrial park that is zoned for industrial uses
2. OK-Industries site – an active quarry site that is zoned "Greenbelt 2" (very large lot rural residential or agricultural)
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3. Millstream Meadows – a CRD-owned contaminated site undergoing remediation that is also zoned "Greenbelt 2"
4. GFL site – an active industrial site and landfill. Half is zoned industrial and half is zoned
"Greenbelt 2"

For more information about the contamination status and land use implications for these four sites, please see this overview document.
Please, review the descriptions of both Options 1 and 2 before answering the following questions.

Gateway – Option 1
Early Direction #6 (Option 1) for this area seeks to restrict further development of these lands (i.e., no additional commercial, industrial,
or residential use) with the objective of allowing the land to passively regenerate over time. This land use direction would have less
impact on Millstream Industrial Park and the GFL site, as both sites already possess industrial zoning and would be unlikely to pursue
alternative land uses without a significant incentive.
(Note that land use policy does not directly impact existing zoning or current on-site activities. It will guide decision-making about future
development applications and processes.)
The detailed policies of this option (#1) would remove any support for (new) development on these lands, meaning that landowners would
be very unlikely to have a development application approved. Instead, the policies would support and encourage activities and uses that
would regenerate and restore these sites. Therefore, permitted uses would generally be restricted to existing zoning, the preservation of
green space, environmental restoration, and alternative uses that respond directly to environmental and climate objectives (e.g., carbon
sequestration).
A benefit of this approach is that the land use designation would be – in principle – directly contributing to the community's key
environmental values and objectives, as well as several of the draft values and principles of the SHLAP.
A challenge of this approach is that it includes the risk for unintended consequences that could work against the community's key values
and objectives in different ways. For example, if the development potential of the OK-I and Millstream Meadows sites is eliminated, then
the owners may [a] be obligated to explore other ways to generate a return on their investments (which could have environmental
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impacts) and [b] be less inclined to work with the District and the community on win-win or best-compromise solutions. Additionally, this
direction could work against the District's economic objectives.

Gateway – Option 2
Early Direction #6 (Option 2) for the Gateway area proposes to replace the existing Commercial-Industrial Land Use designation with a
new Gateway (#2) designation that is consistent with the community’s values and that is adaptable to future opportunities and
conditions.
(Note that land use policy does not directly impact existing zoning or current on-site activities. It will guide decision-making about future
development applications and processes.)
The detailed policies of this option would be less about identifying a set of permitted uses and more about defining the parameters that
any proposed land use would have to meet. For example, proposed land use plans would have to show [a] how they balance ecological,
climate change, social, and economic realities, and [b] how they incorporate key priorities, such as site regeneration, riparian areas
management, and integrated stormwater management. Permitted uses could include concepts like a "green campus" (e.g., office,
institutional) or "eco-industrial" model that places a strong emphasis on environmental sustainability – or alternative uses that may not be
feasible at this time (e.g., carbon credits, climate change amelioration).
A benefit of this approach is that it may allow for win-win or compromise solutions to be reached between landowners and the District on
a discretionary basis (voted by Council). Moreover, it may avoid potential unintended negative consequences of eliminating all economic
potential of these sites (e.g., increase environmental degradation and/or lack of site restoration).
A challenge of this approach is that it places a significant burden on development proponents and requires a comprehensive decisionmaking framework for Council (i.e., balancing values to determine what is "sustainable"), without a well-defined list of permitted uses.
While this land use is proposed for all of the Gateway properties, the final LAP may include site-specific policies to address the current
conditions of each site (e.g., existing operations, contaminated sites status, remediation programs).

Review the Option 1 for the Gateway land use direction, and tell us how much you agree with it for Early Direction #6.
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Create a new Gateway (#1) land use designation in the OCP as described above, including:

Restrict further development of these lands (i.e., no additional commercial, industrial, or residential use), beyond
existing zoning
Seek passive regeneration of these lands over time, in addition to current site remediation/reclamation requirements
Explore opportunities for additional site regeneration, conservation, and climate change mitigation

Questions

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Create a new Gateway (#1) land use designation and apply it to the entire
Gateway area
Apply the Gateway (#1) Land Use to Millstream Industrial Park
Apply the Gateway (#1) Land Use to Ok Industries site
Apply the Gateway (#1) Land Use to Millstream Meadows
Apply the Gateway (#1) Land Use to GFL Site

Would you change Gateway Option 1? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Review the Option 2 for the Gateway land use direction, and tell us how much you agree with it for Early Direction #6.
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Create a new Gateway (#2) land use designation in the OCP as described above, including:

Requiring extensive site re-greening with soft landscaping, tree canopy coverage, and connected wildlife corridors
Identifying and integrating desired community amenities
Considering a range of complementary future land uses, such as green campus (e.g., commercial, institutional, hightech), eco-industrial, conservation, recreation, climate change mitigation/amelioration, carbon off-setting, community
uses

Questions

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Create a new Gateway (#2) land use designation and apply it to the entire
Gateway area
Apply the Gateway (#2) Land Use to Millstream Industrial Park
Apply the Gateway (#2) Land Use to OK-Industries Sites
Apply the Gateway (#2) Land Use to Millstream Meadows
Apply the Gateway (#2) Land Use to the GFL site

Would you change Gateway Option 2? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

For Millstream Industrial Park, please provide any additional comments you have about Early Direction #6 (Option 1 or 2).

For the OK-Industries site, please provide any additional comments you have about Early Direction #6 (Option 1 or 2).
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For Millstream Meadows, please provide any additional comments you have about Early Direction #6 (Option 1 or 2).

For the GFL site, please provide any additional comments you have about Early Direction #6 (Option 1 or 2).

Section 5: Transportation
The following Early Directions focus on Transportation and Mobility in the South Highlands area.

Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #7.

Questions
Improve short-term cycling safety with pavement markings (i.e., sharrows) in the
shoulder and bicycle route signage.
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Would you change Early Direction #7? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #8.

Questions
Develop multi-use trail connections (e.g., walking, cycling, equestrian) along or
parallel to Millstream Road.
Seek additional multi-use trail connections from Goldstream Park to Millstream Road
and Thetis Lake Park.

Would you change Early Direction #8? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).
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Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #9.

Questions
Study and identify potential locations for: Traffic calming measures to combat speeding on
Millstream Road and elsewhere (shown location is illustrative)
Study and identify potential locations for: Improvements to high priority ‘blind corners’ and unsafe
intersections in the South Highlands (shown location is illustrative)

Would you change Early Direction #9? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).
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Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #10.

Questions
When connected as a through road to Langford, ensure Hanington Road remains a low-speed local
road to mitigate any future traffic impacts from development

Would you change Early Direction #10? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).
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Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #11.

Through future rezoning processes, the District may have the opportunity to secure additional public rights-of-way in the Gateway area.
If practical and feasible, then an additional access route that runs parallel to Millstream Road could be created to serve these properties
in order to [a] reduce the number of driveway accesses to these sites and [b] reduce the traffic impacts of commercial-industrial
operations on Millstream Road.
If not practical or feasible, then the District would simply opt out of pursuing this direction.

Questions

Strongly
Agree

If practical and feasible, seek an access route parallel to Millstream Road to serve
the Gateway sites.

Would you change Early Direction #11? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).
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Review the illustrated plan and direction, below, and tell us how much you agree with Early Direction #12.

Questions

Strongly Somewhat
Agree
Agree

Somewhat
disagree

Work to improve the safety of Disc Golf parking area, such as clearly demarcating a parking area,
enforcing posted parking restrictions, and/or working with private property owners.

Would you change Early Direction #12? If so, then briefly tell us how (or why).

Can you think of any other key directions that should be considered at this time? If so, then briefly tell us what.

Tell us who we are hearing from

Where do you live?
(Choose any one option)

The Highlands
Langford
Colwood
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View Royal
Victoria
Saanich
Central Saanich
Other municipality in the CRD
Other (please specify)
Answer this question only if you have chosen The Highlands for Where do you work?
live?

Do you live in the South Highlands?
(Choose any one option)

Yes
No

Where do you work?
(Choose any one option)

The Highlands
Langford
Colwood
View Royal
Victoria
Saanich
Central Saanich
Other municipality in the CRD
Not Applicable (e.g., retired, unemployed)
Other (please specify)

Do you work in the South Highlands?
(Choose any one option)

Yes
No

Do you own or lease land or own a business in the South Highlands?
(Choose any one option)

Yes
No

What is your age?
(Choose any one option)

under 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90+
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